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Some food combinations are beyond mere mortal comprehension. Some food 

combinations are deeply loved by few, hated by many. Some food combinations challenge my 
perception of reality.  
 

Why? WHY in the world would someone put ketchup on scrambled eggs???? Like 
seriously. Who on god’s green earth saw a mashed chicken embryo and thought “yeah, now 
this is ketchup time”? Like OH MY GOD. Do you even deserve human 
rights????  

 
Anyways, before I say some regrettable things about “people'' 

who pour ketchup on their scrambled eggs that will inevitably get me 
canceled on Twitter in a decade, let’s get into the nitty gritty of what this 
is about. Some food combos, like ketchup on scrambled eggs, are 
beyond human comprehension. To some, they inspire adamant hatred. 
To others, they inspire an intense, unmatched love. These are cursed 
foods. I have taken it upon myself to carry out the noble deed of trying 
three of these cursed combinations, and voice my opinions on them.  

 
Peanut Butter on a Burger - Kill it. Burn it with fire. How could 

anyone like this. Actually, this may be my bad . . .  I don’t think 
mayonnaise was supposed to go with the peanut butter.  

 
Syrup on Pizza Rolls - Okay, here me out, this one is surprisingly really good. I think 

the syrup just naturally goes well on the bready pizza rolls, and the sauce on the inside, I don’t 
know. My only theory for why the insides of a pizza roll tastes so good slathered in syrup is that 
perhaps Aphrodite blessed the immaculate combo with her own two hands, allowing for some 
cursed pizza roll that would make a child cry in fear upon first sight somehow taste amazing.  

 
Season-less Chicken - Can this one even be considered a combination? I mean, it’s 

not bad or anything, but like . . . why wouldn’t you just put seasoning on the chicken? In my 
opinion this one isn’t even a combo, it’s just a lack of humanity. Literally just pepper, salt, 
literally any seasoning on the chicken.  

 
Whether you love syrup on pizza rolls, or peanut butter on burgers for some reason, it 

seems like everyone has some sort of cursed food combination that cannot be outmatched.  
 
 

 


